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about the study
At Upward, we are always seeking to learn more about how people interact using
technology. Whether through the web, with mobile devices, on social media or via
search, more and more interactive channels are becoming an integral part of how we
communicate and connect with one another. It’s become perhaps the most important
way we solve problems and make decisions, as both consumers and professionals. In
September 2012, Upward designed a study to explore “How We Interact” in today’s
technology-centric world. We partnered with SSI, a leading national market research
firm, headquartered in Boston. Together, we created and executed a quantitative and
web-aided study to explore a range of topics. Results of the research are designed to
aid interactive marketing professionals to better understand the relationship between
users, technology, communication and decision-making.

research methodology
The research study was based on current interactive users across the United States.
A total of 450 individuals were surveyed, with participant criteria requiring ownership
and daily usage of various devices for web, social media, email, texting, search or
entertainment purposes.
The sample size was divided into several subcategories, including consumer users,
business users, high school students and college students. Certain geographic areas
and residence types were also defined to determine how interactive habits varied by
user location. The study used a randomly-selected panel sample and web-driven
survey instrument. The survey took approximately 20 minutes to complete and
used several visually-based techniques to understand information source
trade-offs and preferences.
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how technology is changing
the way we interact

technology’s role in everyday life
Technology has become as ingrained into how we interact with one another as
the voices, gestures and spaces where we live or meet. Whether in the same
room or on different sides of the planet, we are continuously bound together in a
web of information, interactions and the sharing of moments. And when we need
information, we turn online for the answer to all our questions, whether at work or
home, search or through social networks, via mobile or more “old school” devices.
4

instant power, right in your hands.
Our ability to access virtually any kind of information, to call up entertainment on demand and to stay
in touch with one another has never been more prevalent than with today’s mobile technology. Our
research showed that 83% of active technology users own a smart phone, and 95% of those use their
smartphones frequently to access websites and social media sites or to send messages multiple times a
day. The combination of those statistics indicate that mobile has reached the tipping point of usage and
become the anchor technology device among users. For many of us the mobile device has become the
central connection point for all of our technology interactions.

Where We Meet New Friends

53%
SOCIAL EVENTS

52%
three screen people.
Multitaskers. This is the emerging pattern of our interactive lives. All survey participants own and actively
use at least two interactive devices. And 66% have three or more. Frequently we are accessing multiple
devices at once...talking on the phone while surfing the web, using our tablets while watching TV. More
and more, the interrelationship between technologies—devices and subject matter—will present both
an opportunity and challenge for interactive professionals; how do we leverage and create a unified
experience between disparate devices being used at the same time to accomplish different tasks or
different aspects of the same task?

WORK

46%
FACEBOOK

38%
INFO ON GOOGLE

38%
SCHOOL

more connected, more distracted.
With more technology comes more temptation. We are constantly allured (could we go so far to say
addicted?) by the compelling need to check on someone’s status, express ourselves with a tweet, shoot
off that quick confirming email while in a meeting or driving, or simply send a fast “thinking of you” text
to remind someone you are thinking of them. The ease of technology access, coupled with the intrinsic
role of applications in our lives, makes it a real challenge to stay focused. Doing multiple things at once
has become our norm. For example, we get on our iPad while watching television. We’re traveling to new
destinations, all the while capturing moments on video and in photos—and instantaneously uploading
them to Facebook or Instagram. We have become a technology obsessed society.

28%
BAR

24%
ONLINE DISCUSSION FORUM

21%
TWITTER

16%
ONLINE DATING SERVICE
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How We Interact

Device ownership
Today’s technology users have an
unprecedented number of digital
devices at their command.

88%
LAPTOP USERS

83%

SMARTPHONE USERS

79%

DESKTOP USERS

43%
TABLET USERS
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so, how do you decide?
When we have a question, problem or need, the first place most of us turn is to the web. Whether it’s a
question about our health, an issue with a tax form, or a need for a work project, search engines, social media
or online articles have become a default and first point of reference.
Even if we do get other input from friends or experts, we are still compelled to validate that information using
sources found online, in order to have the confidence and peace of mind that our choice is backed up by a
mountain of data. When we have question, Google has the answer.

WE TRUST NO ONE. And Everyone.
One of the interesting things about technology is that it instantaneously connects us with so many people—
most of whom we’ve never met before. The result? People we’ve never met before have great influence on
our everyday lives. We look at reviews on restaurants or ratings on products. We assume the people who post
those reviews are unbiased sources. And we constantly synthesize information we receive through a critical
filter—a filter that’s either bolstered or negated by the insights of other online reviewers.

Don’t Tell me. Show me.
As increasingly enmeshed technology users, more and more we want to see things in action. “A picture is
worth a thousand words” has long reigned supreme as the guiding proverb in favor of more pictures and less
text. Yet now, video has supplanted still images as a premier type of visual information. Not only do we want to
read and see visual imagery—we also want to sit back and watch.

We Have an obsession to connect.
All of the capabilities and power that technology affords have given us an inner urge to constantly connect
with each other via interactive devices. Whether it’s sitting in a meeting room and texting someone across
the room, or sending a photo to somebody while attending an event, we are obsessed with using the devices
available to us to be in constant connection with multiple people at once.

HOW WE COMMUN I CATE

how we interact: the continuing evolution
Interactive habits & Usage Study
You use technology differently based on who you are. If you are a
consumer, you are more likely than others to be a connector online
rather than a frequent author of online content for others to read or see.
On the other hand, college students are more likely than other groups
of people to use the web primarily as a tool for creating content others
consume. Interestingly, businesspeople are most likely to be web surfers
rather than connectors or content authors online,
This study examines three different types of people and compares them
against each other to see the similarities and contrasts in the ways
we get information, make decisions, use technology and connect with
others. In this report, you’ll meet each group, representing a diverse mix
of motivations, life experiences, pressures and needs:

WE TEXT
TWICE as much
AS we send email

50%

40%

38%

30%

20%

28%

20%

10%

Consumers

BUSINESS
PEOPLE

STUDENTS

0%
AVID AUTHOR

Learn how these insights apply to marketers and how brands can tailor
their message and strategy to connect with each of these key groups.
Explore the information sources that each of these groups prefers, and
understand the set of online activities that consumers, students and
professionals have incorporated into their daily routine.
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A DIGITAL VIEW

a digital view of people
The driving questions behind this study seek to bring into focus a digital
view of people and to define the profile of avid technology users. Using
quantitative data, this report gathers information on questions related to
technology usage among different user segments. In order to determine
how different communication vehicles are used in a technology-rich world,
we use insights into how we interact and connect with one another.

‘‘

‘‘

R AT I NG S RATE

62

%

Of THose POLLED READ
REVIEWS AND RATINGS FROM
CUSTOMERS LIKE YOU.

Consumer Technology Habit
Use A Few/Many Times A Day
Send emails

Our Daily Tech Routine
Technology has changed what we do, how we think, and what everyday
life looks like. In just 20 or 30 years, our entire lifestyle has morphed
to become entwined with our technology devices. The impact of
interactive technology continues to evolve as new capabilities emerge
that allow us to connect in more ways.
Our digital landscape is populated with tech users who like to use
multiple devices. Whether in sequence or simultaneously, we regularly
use more than one type of technology device to access the web, and
we expect that experience to carry over from one device to another.
Of people surveyed, 66% own at least 3 tech devices that allow them
to access the web. For marketers, the obvious challenge then is to
present the brand experience cleanly and smoothly across all the
different devices.
Data about our technology habits also reveal that a vast majority of
people are involved in multiple digital activities throughout the day.
Eighty-five percent of people send an email a few or many times
throughout the day. A slightly smaller group, but still large majority
of people (73%), report performing at least one web search during
a typical day. And 60% of people say they send text messages every
day. Interestingly, the data shows us that, on average, we’re sending
twice as many text messages (27 messages) each day versus email
(14 emails). What this tells us is that we are moving to favor the much
more frequent bursts and instantaneous types of communication.
Even email, which once represented the most cutting edge of digital
communication, is now considered “too slow” for many of the more
urgent things we want to communicate.

Web Searches
Cable TV
Texting
Facebook
Social Networking
Broadcast TV
Mobile Web Browsing
Visit News Sites
IMs

85% 73% 68% 65% 60% 53% 51% 43% 39% 37%
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A DIGITAL VIEW

How We Decide
When we want to make decisions, what information sources do we consult throughout the process? Technology has changed
more than our daily routines and how we meet and interact with other people. It’s transformed how we process and decide. It
changes how we make choices and solve problems. If we break down a purchase decision into several stages, it’s easy to see
that digital sources of information have clambered over traditional channels, like radio, catalogs or direct mail, to become the
preferred way to get answers.
• First Learning About A New Product or Service
Websites and television share the top ranked slot as the
most common channels where people find out about a new
product or service. Conversely, only 13% of people learn
about new products through newspapers or direct mail.
• Seeking Information About a Problem or Need Stage
87% of consumers turn to a search engine if they need
information—Google is the answer to every question.

38%

More Likely To
Leave a Positive
Comment

Product
Purchase
Comment
Habits

56%

Would Do Both
The Same
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6%
More Likely To Leave a
Negative Comment

• Consulting Prior to Decision Stage
The top three most common sources consulted prior
to making a purchase decision are all digital. Consumers
will consult websites (43%), look up information on a
search engine (41%), and read online reviews (37%). In
fourth place is consulting family and friends (36%).
Note: Input from family and friends is still highly prized as the
most valuable information source for consumers—meaning
that digital information sources may be most accessible and
frequently used, but we trust word-of-mouth information the
most, provided we can get it.
Online reviews play a major part in the impressions people
form and the purchase decisions they make. In fact,
consumers rated online reviews as one of the top five most
valuable information sources when making a decision.
Brands are often wary of allowing verbatim customer reviews,
fearful they may be inviting vocal critics to blast opinions
rather than balanced feedback. But the study reveals that
people are more likely to say something positive than to rant
negatively online.

Information Source Usage For Consumer Decisions
Decision Making Across The Media Spectrum

Search Engines

TV

68%

Problem/Need Stage
First Hear Product/Service

38%

First Hear Product/Service

55%

Seeking To Learn More

41%

Prior To Decision

15%

Social Media

51%

Problem/Need Stage

43%

First Hear Product/Service

43%

Prior To Decision

25%

Problem/Need Stage
First Hear Product/Service

51%

Seeking To Learn More

Seeking To Learn More

15%

Prior To Decision

13%

27%

Expert Websites

Family/Friends

45%

Problem/Need Stage

41%

First Hear Product/Service
Seeking To Learn More

28%

37%

25%

Seeking To Learn More

First Hear Prod/Svc

14%
23%
25%

Prior To Decision

Emails | Receive

Consumer Review Sites
Problem/Need Stage

25%

Problem/Need Stage

Seeking To Learn More

36%

Prior To Decision

Prior To Decision

43%
20%

Seeking To Learn More
Prior To Decision

Websites

First Hear Prod/Svc

26%

Problem/Need Stage

Problem/Need Stage
First Hear Product/Service

25%
23%

Seeking To Learn More 12%

30%
37%

Prior To Decision

10%
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How WE CONSUME CONTENT

Text Messages/Day

how we like to
consume content
Emails/Day
Websites from PC/Day
Search via PC/Day

Websites from Smartphones/Day
Search via SmartPhone/Day
Search via Tablet/Day and Websites from Tablet/Day

27.50

14.10

13.30

8.70

4.50

3.80

Number Of Times People Use Technologies/Day
Frequency Of Use

2.50

2.50

WE LIKE WHAT WE SEE
The idea of the written word in long run-on text has been traded for clips of
video and visual information. So what is the form of content we ought to be
considering when seeking to connect with a digital audience? Conventional
web pages are still valued highly by web users, but visual content, images,
customer testimonials, and videos have also risen to highly preferred status.
These are first-hand ways of hearing and understanding a story that we
can process more quickly and efficiently than text. Visual and video content
allow consumers to sit back and take it all in.

to a few bite-sized highlights to help consumers quickly digest what they
need to know.
QUICK FACTS ON CONTENT PREFERENCES
• Even though input from friends and family is valued more highly than
information found online, we more frequently consume facts found online.
72% of people find information on Google prior to making a purchase
decision, and 45% say they do it frequently.
• T
 V, magazine, newspaper and radio ads were rated the least valuable
sources of information for consumers considering a purchase. 9% of
those surveyed reported consulting a radio ad when making a purchase
decision.

All of this points us to a better understanding of how technology has
impacted how we consume content and make decisions. The trick here for
marketers is to avoid giving in to the temptation to be lazy sometimes—to
give in to the desire to write the quick web article, paste up a snapshot next
to the article, and cross it off your list. We need to make
that extra effort because people want to watch and see.
HOW
HOWWE
WE CONNECT
S E A RCH
They want to hear an unbiased resource. As a matter of
fact, often the very first thing people do when looking at a
product online is jump to the review section of the page.

27 +

SHORTER IS BETTER
When listing their most preferred types of content to
find on a website, survey participants ranked customer
The Consumer Web User
Refines Their Search
reviews, quick facts and feature highlights as their
CONSUMERS TEXT MESSAGE
3.7 Times To Find The
OVER 27 TIMES A DAY.
favorite online content type. In fact, 80% of those
Result They Are Seeking.
surveyed said they prefer to read quick facts & features
on a website to learn more about a product or service.
The implication for marketers is that we need to curb
our text to comply with the preferences of consumers
who want their content in bite-sized chunks. Traditional
marketing plans would have us focus first on long, detailed brochures, but
information on how technology impacts consumers reveals that marketers
would be smarter to spend the time boiling down product or service features

• I f given the choice between watching a video or reading
product literature to learn more about a product or service,
more people would choose video. Whether it be product
animations, video demonstrations or video customer
testimonials, consumers want to sit back and watch a video
presentation rather than be compelled to actively digest a
text-heavy document.
• S
 ocial media is another platform for information gathering
and consulting unbiased opinions. 28% of businesspeople
check with friends on Facebook before making a purchase
decision; 23% of people said they might also connect with
a colleague on LinkedIn; and 21% said they would tweet
their followers in order to validate a purchase decision.
• B
 usinesspeople rated visual content/images as their most
preferred (85%) form of online information.
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How WE CONSUME CONTENT

Consumer User Content Preferences
LEAST Preferred

60%

13%
Infographics

13%

57%

White Papers

11%

47%

Webinars on Demand

9%

44%

eBooks

8%
Podcasts

41%

WE HEARD THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE
If you think about congress, banks, newspapers, or any form of institution,
a common thread binding these together is the drop-off in trust and
credibility they’ve all experienced. Interestingly, it’s commonplace for a
consumer to make a purchase decision based on a review from a perfect
stranger who lives states away. The sense of objectivity and perceived lack
of bias that consumers feel they’re getting from reviews of people—just like
themselves—has given more preference and credence to online reviews
over the claims of more traditional institutions and advertising outlets.
One of the questions the study asked was the following: Just before you’re
going to buy a product, what will you do as a final check? The number
one answer was: “I will look at the reviews of people just like me.” This
is important because it begs the question of marketers: Do we weave
customer testimonials into our websites effectively? Do we invite customerauthored content? Do we bring people in to share their experiences? Even if
their experiences aren’t always positive?
Consumers in an interactive technology age are shrewd enough to guess
that if all online reviews posted are good, then they are probably not very
credible. How we address the critiques and issues that customers may post
online alongside the glowing reviews becomes very important in terms of
the credibility we build with our audiences. Consumers look at how brands
respond to those challenges. They don’t expect brands to do it perfectly,
but they do expect them to handle these challenges with integrity, and they
do expect them to be responsive.
Businesspeople are no exception. When asked which resource they would
use to solve a problem, most professionals (45%) listed industry-related
forums as their top choice. Forums give working professionals access to
others like themselves who have faced a similar problem and can provide
honest, unbiased answers.
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Consumer User Content Preferences
Preferred
Highly Preferred

EMAIL
The study also found that email continues to be an important stream
of content for businesspeople and consumers alike. When seeking
information about a problem or need, 25% of consumers listed email as
content they might consult, but 37% of businesspeople said email would
be a primary information source (following behind search engines [60%],
websites [43%], and review websites [38%].)
Our technology habits reinforce the importance of this content form. The
average person sends 14 emails per day. 61% of consumers use email
frequently on a daily basis, and 85% of consumers use it at least a few
times a day. The implication for marketers is that email continues to be
a valuable and efficient content form to inform customers about new
products or services. And because both consumers and business users
spend a considerable amount of their digital energy engaged in emailing,
the inbox—whether it be on a mobile device, tablet or laptop—is a good
place to get in touch with your target.
MOBILE
Regardless of the content form, consumers and businesspeople are
increasingly impatient for their content to be available in a mobile-friendly
format. 66% of people surveyed own three or more devices, meaning that
most people have an assortment of digital tools at their disposal, and they
want their content to look nice and be easily digestible on all viewports. Of
the 83% of people who own a smartphone, 95% of those are heavy users
and admit to using their phone frequently throughout the day. Similarly, of
the 43% of respondents who own a tablet, 70% of those people use their
tablet multiple times per day for digital activities.

37%

Preferred

85%

Conventional Web Pages

33%

84%

Visual Content/Images

38%

82%

Customer Testimonials

34%

82%

Product Info/Videos

33%

82%

Video Demos

The implication for marketers is that just as people seamlessly switch
between their devices during their day, they want their content to do the
same. Creating content that is displayed gracefully on a full-size screen,
down to a hand-held smartphone is a major challenge for digital marketers.
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WAYS WE CONNECT

the ways consumers connect

The Drive for Constant Connection
We use technology in unexpected places. We have
taken technology and pulled it into every corner of
everything we do everyday. Examples of this? We now
use our common texting abbreviations in everyday
written communications. The restroom has become a
common place to go and check voicemails or respond
to texts. We text other people during meetings. 43% of
people admit to driving up next to a hotel or restaurant
to hijack their wi-fi in order to send a few quick emails.
Business users are just as connected as the consumer.
They are busy and have developed an integrated
sense of work-life and technology. The point of all this?
We admit that we are obsessed with being connected,
and we do it on every device that we own.
We are so connected that we can’t even take a drive
without texting. On average, we send 3 or 4 texts on
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each drive. As digital activities become more available,
we become more tempted to use them. And our
skill-sets are morphing to support these habits—we
have developed a knack for sitting in a meeting while
simultaneously texting someone outside the room
without even looking at the screen or keys.
We love this stuff. It’s a part of how we interact; it’s a
part of our everyday routine. We need to explore and
understand, as marketers and businesses, how do we
use these tools? We don’t know what new technologies
will take hold in just a few years, or what new platform
might overtake Facebook as a dominant online
meeting place, but we do know that these things have
changed how often we connect and how we interact.
One important key to remember is that the platforms
will change over time, but the concepts are enduring.

Consumer Technology Habits
Technology is woven into our daily life through a number of different activities. Whether it’s making a cell call to a work colleague, posting a
review after a recent purchase or checking in on FourSquare at a new restaurant, technology has changed our habits and the patterns of our
week. The graph below shows the average number of times we participate in each of these tech activities throughout a normal week.

ALL CONSUMERS

FREQUENCY

95%

Make Cell Call

74%

Facebook Post

16.0 x a week

7.0 x a week

Positive Product Comment Post

49%

1.9 x a week

Review Product | Service Per Week

49%

1.8 x a week

Photo | Flickr | Instagram Uploads

45%

2.1 x a week

Post Video Online

45%

1.5 x a week

37%

Send a Tweet

Negative Comment Product Post

31%

Personal Blog Author

Check in on Foursquare

33%

21%

4.1 x a week

.99 x a week

1.8 x a week

.9 x a week
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WAYS WE CONNECT

Active Device Usage
The roles we play online are different depending on our age and demographics. College students, for
example, are more likely to be content authors online than any other group. Businesspeople are more
likely to be avid surfers than others, but they are also least likely to be “connectors” online, using digital
tools most often for information gathering rather than interaction with others.
WHERE DO WE MEET ?

50%

47%

CONSUMER
BUSINESS PERSON

46%

Meet new
People on

slightly less than at work
or social events (53%)

40%

COLLEGE STUDENT

38%
35%

30%

20%

28%

20%

29%

HS STUDENT

31%

28%

30%
27%

27%

18%

11%
10%

8%

7%

3%

2%

2%

3%

4%

0%
AVID AUTHOR
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AVID CONNECTOR

AVID SURFER

MODERATE

ENTERTAINMENT

Information Source For Purchases Among Consumers
This table lists the most valuable information sources for consumers, when considering a purchase decision and
how frequently they consult those sources. While nothing can replace the value of trusted information from family
or friends, digital information sources represent a dominant group of sources people consult to get answers.

40%

INPUT FROM FRIENDS

77%

45%

INFORMATION ON GOOGLE

72%

39%

EXPERT ONLINE REVIEWS

71%

26%

ADVICE FROM PROFESSIONALS

71%
41%

ONLINE REVIEWS FROM PEOPLE LIKE ME

67%

28%

ONLINE ARTICLES

66%
35%

COMPANY WEBSITES

58%

16%

MAGAZINE/NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

57%

TV ADS

20%

49%

INDEPENDENT ARTICLES

23%

49%

15%

MAGAZINE ADS

NEWSPAPER ADS

RADIO ADS

12%
9%

3.7 x

The Consumer Web User
Refines Their Search
The Consumer Web User
3.7 Times To Find The
Refines Their Search
Result They Are Seeking.
3.7 Times To Find The
Result They Are Seeking.

63%

28%

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

HOW WE
WE S
HOW
SEEAARCH
RCH

43%
36%
30%

VALUABLE
FREQUENTLY CONSULT
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BUSINESS USERS

mobile and connected
Today’s professionals use technology and devices to make business decisions and connect.
Our research helps us better understand the content preferences and technology habits of
businesspeople and how their usage habits differ from consumers.

Study data reveals that we are three-screen people,
and we use our devices religiously. 95% of people
who own smartphones use them daily.
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SMARTPHONE

LAPTOP

Device Ownership & Usage

88%

86%

83%

95%

OWN

USE DAILY

OWN

USE DAILY

Business USER CONTENT PREFERENCES
HIGHLY
PREFERRED

Preferred

34 %

85 %

CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS

39 %

83 %

Conventional
Web Pages

31 %

82 %

Product
Info/Videos

35 %

79%

Literature
PDF

28 %

79%

tech + business users
BUSINESS USERS AND THEIR GADGETS
When it comes to the devices businesspeople utilize for work, laptops top the
list. 75% of businesspeople use a laptop regularly for work, and 69% of business
users work at a desktop PC, in place of or in addition to, a laptop. Almost half of
professionals say they use a smartphone for work (47%), and 31% use a tablet
for business purposes—a trend that is on the rise.
When making decisions, business users turn first to websites or search engines
to learn more about a product or service, and they are persistent. The business
web user refines their search 3.2 times to find the result they are seeking.

BUSINESS USERS ARE AVID SURFERS
The study asked participants to self identify what type of web user they are.
When we look at the data—broken down by business users, consumers and
students—businesspeople make up the largest segment of avid web surfers.
Students, on the other hand, are much more likely to be creators of content.
Since busy professionals need to access answers, they aren’t as concerned
with being an author or using digital tools for sharing or connecting online. Their
primary goals, when it comes to their digital activities, revolve around seeking
out answers to questions and consuming information.

DESKTOP

Visual
Content/
Images

TABLET

79%

83%

OWN

USE DAILY

43%

70%

OWN

USE DAILY
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TEEN USERS

WHERE THEY SPEND THEIR TIME ONLINE DAILY.

84% 40% 60%
FACEBOOK

BLOG AUTHOR I NG

I M AGE U P LOA D S

Teens are adept at multitasking and sharing information real-time.
They are more engaged online than any other age group and are very
comfortable creating the content that others consume online.

67%

College Students
WEekly POst POSITIVE PRODUCT COMMENTS.
Younger teens RANKED 58%

52%

College Students
Regularly POst NEGATIVE PRODUCT COMMENTS.
Younger teens RANKED 38%

61%

College Students
REVIEW A PRODUCT OR SERVICE WEEKLY.
Younger teens RANKED 54%

54%
OF STUDENTS REGULARLY
POST VIDEO ONLINE
22

‘‘

In many ways, teens represent the leading edge of mobile connectivity, and
the patterns of their technology use often signal future changes in adults.”
Mary Madden, Senior Researcher for the Pew Research Center

teens go tech
Younger tech users have spent a greater portion of their lives immersed in a digital age than
older users. As a result, their digital habits are different. Teens have wholeheartedly adopted
digital platforms as avenues for self expression, meeting friends, staying connected with
people, and for entertainment—with more gusto than any other group of users.
Teens: active authors & Connectors
More than any other group, teens are most likely to
be authors or creators of content. Not satisfied to
simply consume what is placed online, teens view
digital streams as places to practice their own self
expression and to share their own knowledge. They
are more likely to author blogs, post reviews, upload
photos or post videos. They are also twice as likely to
use digital devices for entertainment purposes.
Teens have taken technology a step further than
their older counterpart tech users and have found
more innate uses than simple information gathering.
Instead, teens’ tech devices are an extension of
themselves: a way to keep up with friends, be
entertained, express their thoughts and get updates.
We can also see a distinction between the ages of
students, in terms of how they interact with digital
tools. High schoolers, for example, are more likely

than college students to post videos, photos or
tweet. College students, on the other hand, are more
likely than high schoolers to post on Facebook or
leave online reviews.

Implications for marketers
• Learn to leverage the content creation tendencies
of students, who are naturally more in tune with
the two-way nature of interactive.
• Provide opportunities for students to interact with
brands, products and services. They are the most
likely group to speak up online.
• Get to know where they are and where they aren’t.
Students are more likely than older adults to text
or use social networks. They are less likely to send
email or watch TV.

58%
58% OF High School TEENS
POlled TEXT MANY TIMES A DAY.
ADULT CONSUMERS? 43%

52%

52% OF High School TEENS
Polled TWEET DAILY
AND FREQUENTLY

61%
61% OF COLLEGE AGE TEENS
POLLED POST ON FACEBOOK
MANY TIMES A DAY
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SENIOR USERS

senior savvy
No surprise, a significant number of tech-savvy seniors are adopting interactive
technology devices nearly in step with their younger counterparts.

75%

75% of 55+ adults
consider online articles
an important source
of information when
considering a purchase

ACTIVE DEVICE USAGE FOR
SENIORS OVER AGE 65

There are many reasons the number of seniors
regularly interacting with technology is growing.
Seniors like the idea of connecting with long-lost
friends, being able to use search engines to find
answers to questions they have, and using email
to stay in immediate communication with others.
For seniors, input from friends and family still
reigns supreme as the information source when
considering a purchase. However they’ve also
come to rely on search engines as an even more
valuable source of information than their younger
counterparts. 79% of adults 55+ ranked search
engines as a valuable information sources vs. 73%
of general population technology users.
Research indicates that active users among the 65+
age group use email and search engines, research
health topics and book travel online, at levels
comparable to the younger age groups. Increasing
usage is being fueled by more user-attractive
applications and better broadband access.
The research on technology device usage also
reveals that seniors are becoming more attached to
their technology devices, just as younger age groups
are. While three-quarters of consumers surveyed
actively use a smart phone, closer to half of seniors
(55%) use these devices on a regular basis. 55%
however represents a significant population, and
the trend is rising upward, as more people in all age
groups adopt mobile devices.
Of those surveyed, 95% of seniors aged 65 and older
report using a laptop regularly. One reason for this

may be that seniors enjoy the portability of a laptop,
while still benefiting from a larger screen and easier
reading than a smartphone or tablet offers.

95%
LAPTOP

Seniors outnumber other age groups when it comes
to desktop computer use. 73% of seniors regularly
use a desktop computer, as opposed to just 66%
of general population technology users.
Although at a slightly smaller proportion,
seniors are assisting the upward trend in tablet
use. Approximately 25% of seniors surveyed use
tablets actively, comparing closely to one-third of
general population technology users with regular
tablet usage.

Implications for marketers
• Older adults are more often spectators than
active authors or contributors online. They want
to look at pictures or consume content – activities
more important to them than actually sharing
their own content. If a significant portion of your
audience is made up of older adults, then don’t
rely entirely on a campaign strategy that requires
audience members to participate by authoring or
contributing content.
• Make sure web content is easily navigable –
large buttons, and simple, clear and intuitive
calls to action.
• Use terms in online content that are easily
understood, i.e., “Move the mouse pointer over
your selection to view more details,” instead of
“Hover over your selection for a pop up.”

ALL OTHER CONSUMERS: 75%

73%
DESKTOP

ALL OTHER CONSUMERS: 66%

55%
SMARTPHONE

ALL OTHER CONSUMERS: 76%

27%
TABLET

ALL OTHER CONSUMERS: 33%
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OUR HABITS

bad tech habits
With great power comes great responsibility. And we’ve developed
some bad habits when it comes to how we use technology.
The ability to connect has created an insatiable urge to do it

Consumer User
Technology Habits
USE TEXT ABBREVIATIONS

constantly—even in the oddest places.

72%

27%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

SHORTHAND WRITING TO TEXT

68%

28%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

CHECK VOICEMAILS
IN RESTROOM

56%

13%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

TEXT ANOTHER IN SAME ROOM

53%

14%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

TALK ON PHONE IN RESTROOM

52%

41%
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TEXT AND DRIVE
27% FREQUENTLY

DO IT

9%
FREQUENTLY

64%
TEXT WHILE IN RESTROOM
18% FREQUENTLY

POST TO FACEBOOK
from Restroom

46%

17%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

RESTROOM EXCUSE TO CHECK

43%
DO IT

13%
FREQUENTLY

PULL UP TO RESTAURANT/HOTEL
TO CHECK

43%
DO IT

36%
FREQUENTLY

TWEET FROM RESTROOM

31%
DO IT

7%
FREQUENTLY

GO TO MALL FOR FOURSQUARE

27%
DO IT

6%
FREQUENTLY

Business User Technology Habits
CHECK VOICEMAIL
WHILE IN RESTROOM

RESTROOM EXCUSE
TO CHECK MESSAGES

53%

19%

44%

13%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

TEXT ANOTHER IN SAME ROOM

POST TO FACEBOOK from WORK

46%

19%

68%

24%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

TEXT WHILE IN RESTROOM

READ NEWS ONLINE AT WORK

49%

17%

88% 40%

DO IT

FREQUENTLY

DO IT

FREQUENTLY
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PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Occupation
Home Maker ........................................... 11%

Consumers—How To Be Informed About New Products
Preferred Ways To Be Informed About New Products Or Services

Business Owner/Senior Manager........... 9%

61

Consumer Service.................................... 8%
IT/Technology........................................... 7%
Mid-Level Manager................................... 6%
Sales.......................................................... 6%
Finance/Accounting................................ 6%
Retired....................................................... 5%
Educator.................................................... 4%
Sales.......................................................... 4%
Engineering............................................... 3%
Mfg./Distribution Laborer....................... 2%

TEXT ARTICLE

RECEIVE E-MAIL

41%

41%

34%

27%

21%

44%

WATCH VIDEO

Artist.......................................................... 2%
Supervisor................................................. 2%
Marketing ..................................................1%
HR...............................................................1%
Other........................................................26%
Industry
Retail........................................................ 15%
Business Services................................... 10%
Consumer Services ................................. 7%
Manufacturing.......................................... 7%
Healthcare ................................................ 6%
Financial/Insurance ................................ 5%
Lodging/Hospitality ................................ 3%
Destination/Tourism ................................1%
Other....................................................... 47%
Education
In High School .......................................... 7%
High School Graduate............................ 21%
Some College..........................................29%
College/Undergraduate.........................33%
College/Masters-Doctorate.................. 10%
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VIA SOCIAL MEDIA

WEBSITE POST

PDF DOCUMENT

%

PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

Resource Would Most Likely Use To Solve A Specific Problem

Gender
Female.............................................. 53%
Male ................................................. 47%
Primary Usage
Business........................................... 55%
Consumer.........................................96%

45%

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC
FORUM

38%

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC
BLOG

26%

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC
WHITE PAPER

Age
Under 18 ............................................ 2%
18-22..................................................15%
23-34................................................ 31%
35-44............................................... 20%
45-54................................................ 19%
55-64 ................................................13%
65+ ..................................................... 3%
HHI
Under $25K...................................... 18%
$25K-$35K ...................................... 16%
$36K-50K......................................... 21%

21%
TWITTER

21%
LINKED-IN

$51K-$75K ........................................21%
$76K-$125K......................................17%
$125K+ ............................................. 7%
Residence
Suburb .............................................36%
Large City ....................................... 26%
Small City......................................... 23%
Rural Community ............................ 15%
Survey Conducted: January 2013
Sample Size: 425
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Information Source Usage For Business Purchases
Seeking To Learn More About Business Products / Services

PROBLEM/NEED STAGE
60%

60%

FIRST HEAR PRODUCT/SERVICES
SEEK TO LEARN MORE
48%

50%

PRIOR TO DECISION
43%
40%

41%
39%

38%

35%

37%

37%

35%

33%
31%
30%

29%

27%
25%
22%

28%
22%

23%

23%

21%

21%

20%

20%

15%

15%
13%

12%

13%

10%

0%
SEARCH
ENGINES
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WEBSITES

REVIEW
SITES

EMAILS/
RECEIVE

FRIENDS/
Colleagues

Expert
Site

TV

Information Source Usage For Purchases
Seeking Information On A Problem Or Need
67%

60%

BUSINESS PEOPLE

60%

CONSUMERS

51%

50%

45%
43%
40%

37% 38%

37%

35%

30%

27%

28%

28%

27%
26%
24%

25%

25%

24%

24%

23%
20%

20%

18%
16%

16%

MAGAZINES
(PRINT)

TEXTING

10%

0%
SEARCH
ENGINES

WEBSITES

FRIENDS/
FAMILY

REVIEW
SITES

TV

SOCIAL
MEDIA

EMAILS/
RECEIVE

MOBILE
SITES

VIDEO
SITES

NEWS
SITES
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Cleveland

COLUMBUS

DAYTON

propelling your business.
Always striving higher.
That’s the spirit behind Upward Brand Interactions. It’s an agency philosophy that permeates
everything we do. A continual dedication to innovative thinking in branding, advertising, search, interactive
and content marketing. All integrated by an experienced team of strategists, designers and specialists.
You have great aspirations for your business.
Let Upward take you there.

connected service offering

contact

BRAND
COMMUNICATION

SEARCH
MARKETING

Interactive

CONTENT
MARKETING

John Fimiani

• Insights + Strategy

• Strategy + Analytics

• Interactive Strategy

• Persona + Messaging

Director of Strategy

• Branding + Design

• PPC/Paid Search

• Responsive Websites

• Social Media

jfimiani@GoUpward.com

• Advertising

• SEO/Organic Search

• Mobile Development

• Public Relations

T 937.484.8181

• One-To-One

• Retargeting

• Social Sites

• Web/Content Creation

F 866.800.9945

• Trade Shows + Events

• Digital Display

• eMail Marketing

• Infographics/Video

UPWARD | Cleveland + Columbus + Dayton + Springfield, Ohio | GoUpward.com

SPRINGFIELD

